Jerry Garcia & David Grisman
5/92 Warfield Theatre, SF

1. The Thrill Is Gone 5:06
2. Rosalie McFall 3:13
3. Fields Have Turned Brown 5:15
4. 16-16 5:26
5. Sitting In Limbo 6:15
6. Oh, The Wind & Rain 4:45
7. Louis Collins 5:40
8. Bag's Groove 3:51
9. When First Unto This Country 4:56
10. Long Black Veil
11. Shady Grove 3:51
12. Down Where The River Bends 4:13
13. She Belongs To Me 5:51

This is a mix tape of the 5 night Garcia/ Grisman Warfield run (May 7-11, 1992) given to David Gans by David Grisman for the Grateful Dead Hour.
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This is a mix tape of the 5 night Garcia/Grisman Warfield run (May 7-11, 1992) given to David Gans by David Grisman for the Grateful Dead Hour.
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